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The physics of highly excited Rydberg atoms is governed by blockade or exclusion interactions
that hinder the excitation of atoms in the proximity of a previously excited one. This leads to
cooperative effects and a relaxation dynamics displaying space-time heterogeneity similar to what is
observed in the relaxation of glass-forming systems. Here we establish theoretically the existence of
a glassy dynamical regime in an open Rydberg gas, associated with phase coexistence at a first-order
transition in dynamical large deviation functions. This transition occurs between an active phase
of low density in which dynamical processes take place on short timescales, and an inactive phase
in which excited atoms are dense and the dynamics is highly arrested. We perform a numerically
exact study and develop a mean-field approach that allows us to understand the mechanics of this
phase transition. We show that radiative decay — which becomes experimentally relevant for long
times — moves the system away from dynamical phase coexistence. Nevertheless, the dynamical
phase transition persists and causes strong fluctuations in the observed dynamics.

Introduction – The study of cold-atomic ensemble dy-
namics allows the exploration of a vast array of many-
body effects relevant to condensed-matter and statisti-
cal physics in settings accessible to modern experiments.
Among these systems, cold gases of highly excited (Ryd-
berg) atoms constitute a versatile platform due to their
strong and tunable interactions [1, 2]. The competi-
tion between excitation and interaction in these systems
leads to complex collective behavior, which is currently
intensely explored both experimentally [3–5] and theoret-
ically [6–11]. Particularly interesting is that the physics
of these systems is governed by blockade effects remi-
niscent of the excluded volume effects of classical many-
body systems close to the glass and jamming transitions
[12, 13] and their idealization as kinetic constraints [14].
The resulting dynamics is highly heterogeneous, with re-
gions that evolve very rapidly while others remain stuck
in their local configurations for long times [6, 15].

In this work, we establish on firm grounds that the het-
erogeneous dynamical behavior of Rydberg gases is due
to the emergence of a glassy regime which stems from an
underlying dynamical phase transition. The latter, asso-
ciated with sudden structural changes in the trajectories
of the system, is analyzed following a “thermodynamics
of trajectories” approach [16–20], which is based on a
large-deviation principle [21–23]. This approach unveils
the structure and dynamics adopted by physical systems
in order to sustain unlikely values of certain observables
over long periods of time. Here we shall focus on the
activity [18, 19, 24], which counts the number of atoms
that (de-)excite per unit time, and is a relevant observ-
able in the context of cold-atomic ensembles, as it can be
experimentally accessed by the continuous observation of
light scattered off the atoms [25]. The dynamical hetero-
geneity of Rydberg gases, observed in the glassy regime,

FIG. 1. Dynamical first-order phase transition under-
lying the dynamics of dissipative Rydberg gases. Ac-
tivity k(s)/L in a system of L = 15 atoms as a function of the
tilting field s and the blockade length R. Black curves corre-
spond to R = 1, 1.5, 2 and 3, while results for a range of R
values are displayed in the 2D color map at the base (the red
dashed line shows the position of the inflection points). Rep-
resentative trajectories for R = 1 (upper panel) and R = 3
(lower panel) for L = 20 are displayed. Blue and white indi-
cate excited and ground state atoms, respectively.

is explained by the fact that the system lies at a coexis-
tence point between an active and an inactive phase, see
Fig. 1 (to be discussed below).
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The inactive space-time regions that appear as the
transition is approached from the active side, are “bub-
bles of inactivity”, corresponding to a manifestation in
trajectories of fluctuations associated with the dynamical
first-order transition (cf. e.g. vapor bubbles in a liquid
near liquid-vapor coexistence). These dynamical fluctu-
ations are similar to those observed in more traditional
glass forming systems [26, 27].

Generally speaking, the study of dynamical fluctua-
tions in terms of large deviations serves two purposes.
On the one hand, it shows how to engineer the dynam-
ics of a system so that trajectories display desirable fea-
tures —such as ordered sequences or bursts of photons—
associated with rare events taking place far away from
the typical dynamics [28–33]. In fact, the system can be
conditioned to have specific output statistics not only in
the asymptotic time limit but also for transient dynam-
ics, which may be more easily accessible experimentally
than stationary states [33]. On the other hand, the large
deviation approach allows us to explain intriguing phe-
nomena such as intermittent dynamical regimes [18, 34],
or the glassy regime of dissipative Rydberg gases that is
studied in this paper.

Our goal is to establish the existence of the phase tran-
sition that underlies the behavior of dissipative Rydberg
gases, and to discuss its main features. To this end, we
perform a detailed investigation of the dynamical phase
diagram as a function of the interaction strength, as well
as in the presence of radiative decay processes. The lat-
ter are particularly important in experiments monitoring
long-time behavior. Beyond numerical simulations we
develop a mean-field approach which leads to an under-
standing of the phase transition mechanism in terms of a
dynamical free energy. Our work consolidates the under-
standing of collective dynamical phenomena — such as
dynamical heterogeneity — in dissipative Rydberg gases
and establishes a direct connection to soft-matter physics
and the physics of glassy matter in particular. We ex-
pect our analysis to be applicable for uncovering collec-
tive dynamical behavior also in other driven dissipative
spin systems, such as e.g. systems of interacting nitrogen-
vacancy centres [35, 36] or electrons and nuclei in non-
equilibrium nuclear magnetic resonance [37].

Model – We consider a driven dissipative system of
highly-excited (Rydberg) atoms in a 1D chain. At each of
the L sites lies an atom that can be in its ground state |↓〉
or in a high-lying (Rydberg) excited state |↑〉. The inter-
action potential between atoms j and k is non-negligible
only if both are in the excited state, and is given by Vjk =
Cα/|rj − rk|α, where rj gives the position of j in units
of the lattice spacing. The |↓〉 ↔ |↑〉 transition is reso-
nantly driven by a laser field with Rabi frequency Ω. The
coherent part of the dynamics is thus generated by the
Hamiltonian H = 1

2

∑L
j=1

∑L
k=1 Vjknjnk + Ω

∑L
j=1 σ

x
j ,

where nj = |↑〉j 〈↑| and σxj = |↑〉j 〈↓| + |↓〉j 〈↑|. Fur-
ther, we consider that due to different forms of noise

(laser linewidth, thermal effects, etc. [2–5]) the system
is affected by dephasing with a rate γ. The evolution
of the system is then governed by the Lindblad equa-
tion ∂tρ = −i [H, ρ] +

∑L
j=1 L(

√
γ nj)ρ. Here, L(J)ρ =

JρJ† − 1
2

{
J†J, ρ

}
is a dissipator in Linblad form with

jump operator J . In the large dephasing limit, γ � Ω,
there is a clear separation between the timescales on
which quantum coherences are produced and destroyed,
which allows to perform an adiabatic elimination of quan-
tum coherences [6, 38–42]. The resulting dynamics is gov-
erned by a classical master equation with configuration-
dependent rates for transitions |↓〉j ↔ |↑〉j

Γj =
4Ω2

γ

1

1 +
(
Rα
∑
k 6=j

nk
|rk−rj |α

)2 , (1)

with the interaction parameter R = (2Cα/γ)1/α giving
the length of the blockade radius [6, 15]. The validity of
this approach has been confirmed in recent experiments
[3, 4, 43]. Below, we consider the experimentally relevant
case of van der Waals interactions, α = 6, and rescale the
rates Γ̃j = γΓj/(4Ω2) so that the time unit reflects the
excitation timescale in the absence of interactions.

Dynamical phase transition: numerically exact study
of finite-size systems – We start with a numerical explo-
ration of the stationary dynamics of the system. In the
upper and lower part of Fig. 1, we show representative
trajectories for R = 1 and R = 3 respectively obtained
via continuous-time Monte Carlo simulations [44, 45].
While for R = 1 the dynamics appears to be homoge-
neous and characterized by a single time scale, for larger
values of R we observe an alternation of relatively dilute
regions that evolve quite rapidly and regions formed by
blocks of contiguous excitations that evolve along much
longer time scales. The latter observation is confirmed
by the visual inspection of trajectories and two-time cor-
relation functions 〈nj(t)nj(0)〉, which display prominent
plateaus indicative of the existence of more than one
timescale [12].

This phenomenology is shown to arise from a dynam-
ical trajectory phase transition. This kind of transitions
have been previously studied in a large family of models
of glassy soft matter [18, 46], but had never before been
previously identified in dissipative Rydberg gases. Such
transitions are probed through a dynamical observable
—the activity per unit time k = K/t [18, 19, 24], which
quantifies the number of state changes (spin flips) K in
a trajectory of duration t. The phase diagram corre-
sponding to this dynamical order parameter is obtained
via a thermodynamics of trajectories approach [16, 21],
which allows us to infer the presence of dynamical phase
transitions through the structure of the probability dis-
tribution of the activity P (k). For long times, this proba-
bility satisfies a large deviation principle P (k) ≈ e−tφ(k),
where φ(k) is the so-called large deviation function [46].
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Oftenitismoreconvenienttostudythemomentgener-
atingfunctionZ(s)=e−stk ≈etθ(s),wherethescaled
cumulantgeneratingfunction(SCGF)θ(s)isrelatedto
φ(k)viaaLegendretransformation[23]. HereZ(s)is
adynamicalpartitionfunctionofanensembleoftrajec-
tories —thes-ensemble(see[46]andtherecentreview
[20]).Inthisframework,tplaystheroleofthevolume
inequilibriumandkisanorderparameter —analogof
theinternalenergydensity—withaconjugatefieldsact-
ingasacontrolparameter. Noticethatthisparameter
(whichisnotexperimentallyaccessible)allowsforthe
explorationofdynamicalregimesthatareunlikelytobe
observedasspontaneousfluctuations,sincetheirproba-
bilitydecaysexponentiallyintime.Suchregimescanbe
attained,however,bysuitablyengineeringthedynamics
ofthesystem[28–33].
WewillfocusourstudyontheSCGF θ(s),whosenon-

analyticitiescorrespondtophasetransitionsbetweendy-
namicalphases.Itisgivenbytheeigenvaluewiththe
largestrealpartoftheso-calledtiltedgenerator[20,23]

Ws=
L

j=1

Γ̃j(e
−sσxj−1) , (2)

thatgovernstheevolutionbiasedbythefields[46],which
“tilts”thesystemstowardsmore(ifs<0)orless(ifs>
0)activedynamics.Fors=0,theunbiaseddynamicsof
the(unperturbed)systemisrecovered.
InFig.1weshowtheactivitydensityk(s)/Lfora

rangeofvaluesofR. Weobserveaqualitativechange
asRisvariedats=0:whereasforsmallRthechange
fromactive(s<0)toinactive(s>0)issmooth,adis-
continuitydevelopsinthesystemforR≥2.Thejump
becomessmallerasRisincreased,astheactivityfor
s<0decreases(i.e.,whentheblockaderadiusislarger,
theoverallactivityislower).Thisdiscontinuityindicates
thepresenceofafirst-orderdynamicalphasetransition
[46],whichisbelowtheoreticallyestablishedatthemean-
fieldlevel.Thedynamicsobservedinthetrajectoryfor
R=3(andforothervaluesofR>2thatwehavenumer-
icallyexplored)arisesfromthecoexistenceofspace-time
regions,withlow-activityregionsplayingtheroleofthe
familiarbubblesofanequilibriumtransitioninafluid.
Theactivitydensityk(s)/LshowninFig.1isob-

tainedfromtheSCGFθ(s)throughtherelationk(s)/L=
−θ(s)/L[46]. Thenumericaldiagonalizationofthe
tiltedgeneratorWsneededforobtainingtheSCGFhas
beenperformedforasystemofsizeL=15,aslarger
sizesarenumericallyprohibitiveduetotheexponential
growthofthegenerator. Weillustratethefinite-sizebe-
havioroftheactivitydensityforR=3inFig.2(a),
wherek(s)/Lisseentoconvergetoasize-independent
curveforL>10.AsimilardependenceonLisobserved
forthewholerangeoftheinteractionparameterR.The
SCGFitselfisshowninFig.2(b),alsoforL=15,which
displaysasmoothdependenceonsforR<2,andbe-

FIG.2.Scaledcumulantgeneratingfunctionandac-
tivityforfinite-sizesystems.(a)Activitydensityk(s)/L
(mainpanel)andscaledcumulantgeneratingfunctionθ(s)/L
(inset)asfunctionsofthetiltingfieldsforR=3andsystem
sizesL=6,9,12and15.(b)Scaledcumulantgenerating
functionθ(s)inasystemofL=15sitesforR=0.5,R=1,
R=1.5,2,3,4and5.ForR=0.5,thecurvecloselyfollows
thePoissonianformes−1,seeblackline.

comesPoissonianforR=0.5,whenthesystemisvirtu-
allynon-interacting.

Dynamicalphasetransition: mean-fieldanalysis–To
shedfurtherlightonthisdynamicalbehavior,wein-
troduceavariationalfreeenergydefinedasF|V (s)=
−V|Ws|V,fornormalizedstates|V,whose minima
correspondtodynamicalphases[46].Inourmean-field
approach,wefocusonthesubspaceof(uncorrelated)
states|V = j|vjfor|vj=

√
p|↑j+

√
1−p|↓j.

Sincestatesareparametrizedbythedensityofexcita-
tionsp,thefreeenergywillbedenotedasF(p,s).Ws
issymmetric,andtheSCGFisapproximatedbyminus
the minimumofthevariationalfreeenergy,θmf(s) =
max|V [V|Ws|V]=−minp[F(p,s)],with

F(p,s)=−
L

j=1

(
l=j

lv|)̃Γj(
m=j

|vm)jv|(e
−sσxj−1)|vj

=−LΓmf 2e
−s p(1−p)−1. (3)

Thisexpressiondependsonthe(de-)excitationrates

Γmf=
2

c1=0

2

c2=0

···
2

cr=0

2
r
l=1δcl,1p

r
l=1cl(1−p)2r−

r
l=1cl

1+R2α
r
l=1

cl
lα
2 ,

(4)
wherel=1,2,...,rarethedistancestothefirst,sec-
ond,...,r-thnearestneighbors.Thecoefficientscldenote
occupationnumbers,i.e.,cl=0ifneitherofthel-th
nearestneighborsareexcited,cl=1ifoneofthemis,
andcl=2ifbothare.Strictlyspeaking,oneshouldcon-
siderthelimitr→∞ inthevarioussummations,butin
practicetruncatingthesumtoavaluesomewhatlarger
thanRshouldsuffice,giventhe1/lαdecay.(Inwhatfol-
lows,wesetr=7forα=6andR≤3,astheresultsdo
notchangeappreciblyforlargerr.)Thefactor2

r
l=1δcl,1

(δcl,1=1ifcl=1,andiszerootherwise)accountsforthe
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FIG.3.Mean-fieldanalysisofthedynamicalphasetransition. (a)(Negative)variationalfreeenergy−F(p,s)forR=3
evaluatedatthestationarypointsincludingtwomaxima(redandgreenlines)andoneminimum(blueline),and(normalized)
SCGFθmf(s)/L(dashedblackline).Inset: VariationalfreeenergyF(p,s)asafunctionofpintheneighborhoodofs=0.
(Red,blue,andgreendiscshighlightthecorrespondencebetweenpointsinthemainpanelandtheinset.)(b)Variationalfree
energyF(p,s=0)forvaluesofRaroundthecriticalvalueforatransitionats=0.(c)Activitykmf(s)/Lasfunctionofthe
tiltingfieldsandR.(d)Activitykmf(s)/Lasafunctionofthe(rescaled)decayrateκ̃andsforR=3.Thesolidwhiteline
indicatesthepositionofthephasetransitionwherebothphasescoexist,whichendsatacriticalpointκ̃c≈2.8×10

4.Beyond
thispoint,asmoothcrossoverisobserved.Inset:Activitydensityofthefulldynamicsk(s)/LinasystemofL=12atomsfor
thesamerangeofsandκ̃.

degeneracyofthecl=1case(cl=1iftheleftneighbor
isexcited,butalsoiftherightoneis).

TheextremaofF(p,s)withrespecttotheexcitation
densityparefoundnumerically.ForR 1.25thereis
onlyone(real)solution,correspondingtoaminimum,
whileforR>1.25therearetwominimaandonemaxi-
mum.InthemainpanelofFig.3(a)weshow−F(p,s)
forR=3evaluatedateachoftheseextremaasafunc-
tionofs(continuouslines),andtheSCGFθmf(s)(black
dashedline).Intheinset,thesmallerminimumofF(p,s)
fors<0isseentobecomelargerthantheotherone
fors>0,whichresultsinthenon-analyticbehaviorof
θmf(s)(i.e.,theabsoluteminimum)ats=0,wherethe
twominimaareequallydeep.Furthermore,weseeadis-
continuityinthedensityofexcitations,whichgoesfrom
p≈0.5fors<0top≈1fors>0,withametastable
regionfors 0thatendsinaspinodalpointwhere
thelocalminimummergeswiththemaximum.Thises-
tablishestheexistenceofafirst-orderdynamicalphase
transitionats=0whichwassuggestedbythenumeri-
calresultsofFig.1.

Phasediagram– Wenextfocusonthedependenceof
thefreeenergyontheblockadelengthRwhichisshown
inFig.3(b). Thisdatashowsthattheglassyphaseis
enteredbeyondR=2.ForlargervaluesofRtwomin-
imaarepresentats=0,indicatingthecoexistenceof
activeandinactiveregions,whileforsmallervaluesof
Rthereisjustasingleglobalminimum.Inthelatter
regimethedynamicsislargelyuncorrelated(seeFig.1,
upperpanel),andthestatisticsoftheactivitybecome
effectivelyPoissonianforR<1.For1.25 R 2asec-
ondlocalminimumdevelopsthatbecomesasdeepasthe
firstoneforslightlypositives. Asaresult,thetransi-
tionappearsslightlyawayfromtheunbiaseddynamicsat
s=0,signalingthepresenceoffattailsintheprobability
distributionoftheactivityduetothestrongfluctuations

encounteredforpositivevaluesofs. ForlargerRthe
transitionmovestowardss=0,andsaturatesatR≈2,
asshownbythewhitesolidlineofFig.3(c),wherethe
activitykmf(s)/LasafunctionofsforarangeofRis
displayed.Theinflectionpointsofthefinite-sizek(s)/L
curvesofFig.1areincludedforcomparison(seethered
dashedline),showingagoodqualitativeagreementwith
themean-fieldresults.

IntheexperimentalstudyofRydberggasesonein-
evitablyfacesradiativedecay(|↑→|↓ ). Theoreti-
cally,decayisaccountedforbyasetofjumpopera-
torsJ=

√
κσ−j,whereσ

−
j =|↓j↑|,actingoneach

sitej=1,...,L,foragivenatomicdecayrateκ[47].
Fig.3(d)showsthatanon-zero(rescaled)decayrate
κ̃=γκ/(4Ω2)movesthephasetransitionlineslightly
froms=0towardsthes>0region,indicatingagain
strongdynamicalfluctuationsinsuchregionbothinthe
mean-fielddynamics(mainpanel)andinthefulldy-
namicsforL=12(inset). Notethatthevariational
mean-fieldanalysisrequirestheinclusionofthepro-
cess|↓→|↑ alongwithdecayinordertopreserve
thesymmetryofthedynamicalgenerator(see[46]for
adetaileddiscussion). Boththeexactnumericsand
themean-fieldanalysisshowthatthedynamicalphase
transitionbetweenregionsofhighandlowactivitykis
smoothedoutbeyondacriticaldecayrate,correspond-
ingtoκ̃c≈2.8×10

−4inthemean-fielddynamicsand
toalargervalueinthefulldynamics.Foradiscussion
ofdynamicalcriticalpointsandtheobservabilityofin-
activedynamicsforphasetransitionsoccuringats>0,
seeRef.[48].Inanexperiment,onewouldhavetoap-
plyasufficientlylargeRabifrequencysothatκ̃remains
belowthecriticalvalueinordertoclearlyseetheeffect
ofthetransition. Forexample,amoderateincreaseof
theRabifrequencyoflessthanoneorderofmagntiude
wouldbringthesystemofrubidiumatomsofRef.[5]into
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FIG. 4. Density of excitations and spatial correlations
for a system of L = 15 atoms. (a) Average density of
excitations 〈n〉s as a function of s for R = 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4
and 5. (b) Normalized correlations Cs(i) in the active phase
(s = −0.1), for the unbiased dynamics (s = 0) and in the
inactive phase (s = 0.1, see inset), for R = 3 and R = 5.

the desired regime. If the decay rate exceeds the criti-
cal value, however, the transition between high activity
and low activity becomes a smooth crossover, and the
observability of inactive space-time regions in the trajec-
tory depends in a non-trivial manner on how close one is
to the critical point (as this is expected to influence the
width of the free energy minimum, which determines the
size of the fluctuations).

Characterization of the dynamical phases – We now
set out to describe the nature of the phases involved in
the transition more quantitatively. To this end, we fo-
cus on the dynamics of finite-size systems without de-
cay (κ̃ = 0). We first study the time average of the

density of excitations n = 1
t

∫ t
0
dτ
(

1
L

∑L
j=1 nj(τ)

)
as a

function of the tilting field s. Here the density of site
j is given by nj(τ) = 〈−|nj |C(τ)〉, where C(τ) is the
configuration at time τ and |−〉 =

∑
C′ |C ′〉. The av-

erage of the time-integrated observable is equivalent to
a static average 〈n〉s = 〈Vs| 1L

∑L
j=1 nj |Vs〉, where |Vs〉

is the eigenvector associated with the largest eigenvalue
θ(s) of the tilted generator in Eq. (2) [46]. This static
average can be generalized to two-point (or multi-point)
observables, such as 〈ninj〉s. For the unbiased dynamics,
|Vs=0〉 =

⊗
j 1/
√

2 (|↑〉j + |↓〉j), and thus 〈n〉s=0 = 1/2,
for any value of R, as corresponds to a completely mixed
stationary state, ρst = 2−L

⊗
j 1j . [6].

The average density of excitations 〈n〉s for a range of
values of R shown in Fig. 4 (a) gives us the structural
counterpart of the dynamical picture in Figs. 1 and 3
(c). A high density of excitations corresponds to a low-
activity dynamics, and viceversa. In the glassy regime,
for R & 2, the phase transition at s = 0 separates an
active phase with a very low density of excitations for
s < 0 from an inactive phase with a high density of exci-
tations for s > 0, with the overall density decreasing for
larger blockade radius R. Beyond the critical value, for
R = 1 the dependence of the density with s is smooth and
mild, while for even smaller R (i.e., when the atoms are

essentially uncoupled) 〈n〉s = 1/2 holds far from s = 0.

To gain further insight into the structure of the two
phases that coexists in the glassy regime, we next con-
sider the (normalized) spatial correlations of the excita-
tion density Cs(i) = (〈nin0〉s−〈n〉2s)/(〈n〉s−〈n〉2s), where
n0 is the number operator of the site taken as reference
(due to translational invariance it can be any). These
correlations, which characterize the spatial distribution
of excitations, are shown in Fig. 4 (b) for a system of
size L = 15, with R = 3 and 5 and tilting field values
around s = 0 . For the the unbiased dynamics (s = 0)
the correlations are trivially given by the Kronecker delta
C(i) = δi,0 [6]. In the active phase (s = −0.1), however,
there is a clear connection between the size of the anti-
correlated region and the blockade length R: excitations
tend to appear beyond the blockade radius, so as to max-
imize the activity [15]. In the inactive phase (see inset
for s = 0.1), the overall activity is reduced by the disap-
pearance of anti-correlations between nearest neighbors.
This makes it possible to find contiguous blocks of exci-
tations in the dynamics, as those shown in the inactive
space-time regions of the R = 3 trajectory in Fig. 1 (lower
panel).

Outlook – We have established the existence of a dy-
namical first-order phase transition at the level of trajec-
tories in dissipative Rydberg gases, in analogy with clas-
sical glass formers [18, 49, 50]. In this framework, the
arrested space-time regions observed in a background of
more highly active dynamics in the simulated trajectories
are the natural manifestation of a coexistence between
an inactive and an active phase. The transition is shown
to persist in the presence of atomic decay, and should
therefore be observable in cold atoms experiments that
continuously monitor the evolution of the atomic density
e.g. via light scattering [51].
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